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THE CHALLENGE: Reliable Communications 
for Aid Agencies in Remote Locations

Communications in the Humanitarian Diaspora is an important 
tool that has evolved as an enabler and life saver by helping 
the organization  connect to the various agencies and the world 
outside of the disaster region. It. The sooner the location is in 
the communication spectrum, the better facilitated is the camp 
to save more lives. Aid workers need reliable communications 
in order to improve the decision making time as well as reduce 
travel time, cost and risk  during disasters, rehabilitation projects, 
Medical fitness drives, and other humanitarian campaigns. 
Better and continuous communication minimizes the need for 
personnel to travel from headquarters to remote locations, while 
field activities are streamlined by seamless communications 
between camps and camps to headquarters. Cost of proper 
communications at time inhibits the aid workers and often 
reduced budget can lead to substandard communications causing 
higher risk and even loss of life. A challenge that needs to be 
reckoned with by finding proper and adequate communications 
that is reliable, cost-efficient, easy to deploy and flexible.

THE SOLUTION: Customized Cost Effective 
Solutions

VIZOCOM’s satellite solutions overcome the restrictions to 
communications that remote sites face, while reducing costs 
and vulnerability. VIZOCOM designs and implements high 
performance, high availability VSAT networks and specializes in 
delivering communications solutions to NGOs and Humanitarian 
Agencies. We provide robust and reliable network infrastructures 
for Quick and rapid deployment, voice connectivity and corporate 
networking to the harshest and most remote locations. We deliver 
tailored solutions to all major Humanitarian requirements, 
allowing clients to get broadband Internet, Voice over IP, 
corporate networking and real-time video and data to their 
remote sites. VIZOCOM’s buying power coupled with its strategic 
partnerships with major satellite providers allow us offer best 
rates in the market for the highest quality service and support.

Vizocom has a very strong commitment to NGOs and Charities, and we 
believe that much of their work strengthens national capacities and helps 
the people of many developing countries through training, technical advice, 
research, and direct aid.

To strengthen our commitment, we have created the Vizocom NGO Support 
Program, where Vizocom will provide fast and reliable communication 
services  with exceptionally low prices to support NGOs and their causes. 

We want to assist NGOs and Charities in their mission to help those in 
need by allowing them to maximize the potential of their funds. With our 
reliable solutions at very low prices, NGOs and Charities can provide better 
education, training, and aid. Our NGO Support Program ensures that their 
funds go a long way in helping others.

Our mission, your communication OUR SOLUTION



CAMP SOLUTIONS
Our internet backbone solution offers the ideal facilities 
for the hosting and colocation of satellite communication 
solutions in our teleports, combined with flexible, 
scalable bandwidth services and our global terrestrial 
network. 

We provide secure, high-capacity, scalable dedicated 
throughput on remote sites using the most efficient 
modulations by taking advantage of our ground 
infrastructure combined with our fleet of satellites to 
offer the highest service availability level.

QUICK DEPLOY SOLUTIONS
Disaster zones cause havoc and cripples the lives of 
the people on ground. Reliefs don’t reach the location 
due to communication gap and that is how critical it 
is in times of disaster. The Quick deploy kits help the 
zones to get connected to the outside world in quick 
time and thus help in saving precious time for the relief 
measure to be planned. Vizocom ensures that all the 
network connectivity requirements of the disaster zone 
is addressed through the use of a high speed, reliable 
and cost effective VSAT links coupled with state of the art 
local network solutions.

365 X 24 X 7 SUPPORT
Vizocom prides itself in its 3-layered after-sales services 
and has established the proper structured service call 
procedures to achieve a seamless 365 X 24 X7 support. 
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Vizocom is a US-based Technology company with special focus and expertise on providing IT & communication 
solutions (Internet Services, Network Solutions, Wireless Solutions, Voice & Video) and ELV & Security 
solutions (IPTV and SMATV, CCTV, PA & PAGA, PA & PAGA, Fire Alarm) to a variety of sectors in the Middle East 
and Africa.


